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Abstract—Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding
(CABAC) as a normative part of the new ITU-T/ISO/IEC standard H.264/AVC for video compression is presented. By combining
an adaptive binary arithmetic coding technique with context modeling, a high degree of adaptation and redundancy reduction is
achieved. The CABAC framework also includes a novel low-complexity method for binary arithmetic coding and probability estimation that is well suited for efficient hardware and software implementations. CABAC significantly outperforms the baseline entropy coding method of H.264/AVC for the typical area of envisaged target applications. For a set of test sequences representing
typical material used in broadcast applications and for a range of
acceptable video quality of about 30 to 38 dB, average bit-rate savings of 9%–14% are achieved.
Index Terms—Binary arithmetic coding, CABAC, context modeling, entropy coding, H.264, MPEG-4 AVC.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

ATURAL camera-view video signals show nonstationary
statistical behavior. The statistics of these signals largely
depend on the video content and the acquisition process. Traditional concepts of video coding that rely on a mapping from the
video signal to a bitstream of variable length-coded syntax elements exploit some of the nonstationary characteristics but certainly not all of it. Moreover, higher order statistical dependencies on a syntax element level are mostly neglected in existing
video coding schemes. Designing an entropy coding scheme for
a video coder by taking into consideration these typically observed statistical properties, however, offers room for significant
improvements in coding efficiency.
Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC)
is one of the two entropy coding methods of the new ITUT/ISO/IEC standard for video coding, H.264/AVC [1], [2]. The
algorithm was first introduced in a rudimentary form in [7] and
evolved over a period of successive refinements [8]–[17]. In
this paper, we present a description of the main elements of the
CABAC algorithm in its final standardized form as specified in
[1]. Unlike the specification in [1], the presentation in this paper
is intended to provide also some information on the underlying
conceptual ideas as well as the theoretical and historical background of CABAC.
Entropy coding in today’s hybrid block-based video coding
standards such as MPEG-2 [3], H.263 [4], and MPEG-4 [5] is
generally based on fixed tables of variable-length codes (VLCs).
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For coding the residual data in these video coding standards,
a block of transform coefficient levels is first mapped onto a
one-dimensional list using a pre-defined scanning pattern. This
list of transform coefficient levels is then coded using a combination of run-length and variable length coding. Due to the
usage of VLCs, coding events with a probability greater than
0.5 cannot be efficiently represented, and hence, a so-called
alphabet extension of “run” symbols representing successive
levels with value zero is used in the entropy coding schemes
of MPEG-2, H.263, and MPEG-4. Moreover, the usage of fixed
VLC tables does not allow an adaptation to the actual symbol
statistics, which may vary over space and time as well as for
different source material and coding conditions. Finally, since
there is a fixed assignment of VLC tables and syntax elements,
existing inter-symbol redundancies cannot be exploited within
these coding schemes.
Although, from a conceptual point-of-view, it is well known
for a long time that all these deficiencies can be most easily
resolved by arithmetic codes [23], little of this knowledge was
actually translated into practical entropy coding schemes specifically designed for block-based hybrid video coding. One of
the first hybrid block-based video coding schemes that incorporate an adaptive binary arithmetic coder capable of adapting
the model probabilities to the existing symbol statistics was presented in [6]. The core of that entropy coding scheme was inherited from the JPEG standard (at least for coding of DCT coefficients) [25], and an adjustment of its modeling part to the
specific statistical characteristics of typically observed residual
data in a hybrid video coder was not carried out. As a result, the
performance of this JPEG-like arithmetic entropy coder in the
hybrid block-based video coding scheme of [6] was not substantially better for inter-coded pictures than that of its VLC-based
counterpart.
The first and—until H.264/AVC was officially released—the
only standardized arithmetic entropy coder within a hybrid
block-based video coder is given by Annex E of H.263 [4].
Three major drawbacks in the design of that optional arithmetic
coding scheme can be identified. First, Annex E is applied
to the same syntax elements as the VLC method of H.263
including the combined symbols for coding of transform
coefficient levels. Thus, one of the fundamental advantages
of arithmetic coding that a noninteger code length can be
assigned to coding events is unlikely to be exploited. Second,
all probability models in Annex E of H.263 are nonadaptive
in the sense that their underlying probability distributions are
assumed to be static. Although multiple probability distribution
models are defined and chosen in a frequency-dependent way
for the combined symbols of run, level and “last” information,
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this conditioning does not result in a significant gain in coding
efficiency, since an adaptation to the actual symbol statistics is
not possible. Finally, the generic -ary arithmetic coder used
in Annex E involves a considerable amount of computational
complexity, which may not be justified in most application
scenarios, especially in view of the typically observed small
margins of coding gains.
Entropy coding schemes based on arithmetic coding are
quite frequently involved in the field of non block-based
video coding. Most of these alternative approaches to video
coding are based on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) in
combination with disparate methods of temporal prediction,
such as overlapped block motion compensation, grid-based
warping, or motion-compensated temporal filtering [18]–[20].
The corresponding entropy coding schemes are often derived
from DWT-based still image coding schemes like SPIHT [21]
or other predecessors of JPEG2000 [35].
In our prior work on wavelet-based hybrid video coding,
which led to one of the proposals for the H.26L standardization
[19], the entropy coding method of partitioning, aggregation
and conditional coding (PACC) was developed [22]. One of
its main distinguishing features is related to the partitioning
strategy: Given a source with a specific alphabet size, for
instance, quantized transform coefficients, it was found to
be useful to first reduce the alphabet size by partitioning the
range according to a binary selector which, e.g., in the case of
transform coefficients, would be typically given by the decision
whether the coefficient is quantized to zero or not. In fact, range
partitioning using binary selectors can be viewed as a special
case of a binarization scheme, where a symbol of a nonbinary
alphabet is uniquely mapped to a sequence of binary decisions
prior to further processing.
This (somehow) dual operation to the aforementioned alphabet extension, which in the sequel we will therefore refer to
as alphabet reduction, is mainly motivated by the fact that it allows the subsequent modeling stage to operate more efficiently
on this maximally reduced (binary) alphabet. In this way, the
design and application of higher order conditioning models is
greatly simplified and, moreover, the risk of “overfitting” the
model is reduced. As a positive side effect, a fast table-driven
binary arithmetic coder can be utilized for the final arithmetic
coding stage.
The design of CABAC is in the spirit of our prior work.
To circumvent the drawbacks of the known entropy coding
schemes for hybrid block-based video coding such as Annex
E of H.263, we combine an adaptive binary arithmetic coding
technique with a well-designed set of context models. Guided
by the principle of alphabet reduction, an additional binarization stage is employed for all nonbinary valued symbols. Since
the increased computational complexity of arithmetic coding in
comparison to variable length coding is generally considered
as its main disadvantage, great importance has been devoted to
the development of an algorithmic design that allows efficient
hardware and software implementations.
For some applications, however, the computational requirements of CABAC may be still too high given today’s
silicon technology. Therefore, the baseline entropy coding
method of H.264/AVC [1] offers a different compression-com-
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plexity tradeoff operating at a reduced coding efficiency and
complexity level compared to CABAC. It mostly relies on a
single infinite-extended codeword set consisting of zero-order
Exp-Golomb codes, which are used for all syntax elements
except for the residual data. For coding the residual data, a more
sophisticated method called Context-Adaptive Variable-Length
Coding (CAVLC) is employed. In this scheme, inter-symbol
redundancies are exploited by switching VLC tables for various
syntax elements depending on already transmitted coding symbols [1], [2]. The CAVLC method, however, cannot provide an
adaptation to the actually given conditional symbol statistics.
Furthermore, coding events with symbol probabilities greater
than 0.5 cannot be efficiently coded due to the fundamental
lower limit of 1 bit/symbol imposed on variable length codes.
This restriction prevents the usage of coding symbols with a
smaller alphabet size for coding the residual data, which could
allow a more suitable construction of contexts for switching
between the model probability distributions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present an overview of the CABAC framework including a high-level description of its three basic building blocks
of binarization, context modeling and binary arithmetic coding.
We also briefly discuss the motivation and the principles behind
the algorithmic design of CABAC. A more detailed description
of CABAC is given in Section III, where the individual steps
of the algorithm are presented in depth. Finally, in Section IV
we provide experimental results to demonstrate the performance
gains of CABAC relative to the baseline entropy coding mode
of H.264/AVC for a set of interlaced video test sequences.
II. THE CABAC FRAMEWORK
Fig. 1 shows the generic block diagram for encoding a single
syntax element in CABAC.1 The encoding process consists of,
at most, three elementary steps:
1) binarization;
2) context modeling;
3) binary arithmetic coding.
In the first step, a given nonbinary valued syntax element is
uniquely mapped to a binary sequence, a so-called bin string.
When a binary valued syntax element is given, this initial step is
bypassed, as shown in Fig. 1. For each element of the bin string
or for each binary valued syntax element, one or two subsequent
steps may follow depending on the coding mode.
In the so-called regular coding mode, prior to the actual arithmetic coding process the given binary decision which, in the
sequel, we will refer to as a bin, enters the context modeling
stage, where a probability model is selected such that the corresponding choice may depend on previously encoded syntax
elements or bins. Then, after the assignment of a context model
the bin value along with its associated model is passed to the
regular coding engine, where the final stage of arithmetic encoding together with a subsequent model updating takes place
(see Fig. 1).
1For simplicity and for clarity of presentation, we restrict our exposition of
CABAC to an encoder only view. In the text of the H.264/AVC standard [1]
itself, the converse perspective dominates—the standard normatively specifies
only how to decode the video content without specifying how to encode it.
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Fig. 1. CABAC encoder block diagram.

Alternatively, the bypass coding mode is chosen for selected
bins in order to allow a speedup of the whole encoding (and decoding) process by means of a simplified coding engine without
the usage of an explicitly assigned model, as illustrated by the
lower right branch of the switch in Fig. 1.
In the following, the three main functional building blocks,
which are binarization, context modeling, and binary arithmetic
coding, along with their interdependencies are discussed in
more detail.
A. Binarization

Fig. 2. Illustration of the binarization for (a) mb_type and (b) sub_mb_type
both for P/SP slices.

1) General Approach: For a successful application of context modeling and adaptive arithmetic coding in video coding
we found that the following two requirements should be fulfilled:
a) a fast and accurate estimation of conditional probabilities
must be achieved in the relatively short time interval of a
slice coding unit;
b) the computational complexity involved in performing
each elementary operation of probability estimation
and subsequent arithmetic coding must be kept at a
minimum to facilitate a sufficiently high throughput of
these inherently sequentially organized processes.
To fulfill both requirements we introduce the important
“pre-processing” step of first reducing the alphabet size of the
syntax elements to encode. Alphabet reduction in CABAC is
performed by the application of a binarization scheme to each
nonbinary syntax element resulting in a unique intermediate
binary codeword for a given syntax element, called a bin string.
The advantages of this approach are both in terms of modeling
and implementation.
First, it is important to note that nothing is lost in terms of
modeling, since the individual (nonbinary) symbol probabilities
can be recovered by using the probabilities of the individual bins
of the bin string. For illustrating this aspect, let us consider the
binarization for the syntax element mb_type of a P/SP slice.
As depicted in Fig. 2(a), the terminal nodes of the binary tree
correspond to the symbol values of the syntax element such
that the concatenation of the binary decisions for traversing
the tree from the root node to the corresponding terminal node
represents the bin string of the corresponding symbol value. For
instance, consider the value “3” of mb_type, which signals the

macroblock type “P_8 8”, i.e., the partition of the macroblock
into four 8 8 submacroblocks in a P/SP slice. In this case, the
corresponding bin string is given by “001”. As an obvious consequence, the symbol probability "3" is equal to the product
"0" ,
"0" , and
"1" ,
of the probabilities
,
and
denote the (binary) probability models
where
of the corresponding internal nodes, as shown in Fig. 2. This
relation is true for any symbol represented by any such binary
tree, which can be deduced by the iterated application of the
Total Probability Theorem [26].
Although at this stage nothing seems to be gained, there is already the advantage of using a binary arithmetic coding engine
on the bin string instead of a -ary arithmetic coder operating
on the original -ary source alphabet. Adaptive -ary arith) is in general a computationally commetic coding (for
plex operation requiring at least two multiplications for each
symbol to encode as well as a number of fairly complex operations to perform the update of the probability estimation [36].
In contrast to that, there are fast, multiplication-free variants of
binary arithmetic coding, one of which was specifically developed for the CABAC framework, as further described below.
Since the probability of symbols with larger bin strings is typically very low, the computational overhead of coding all bins of
that bin string instead of using only one pass in an -ary arithmetic coder is fairly small and can be easily compensated by
using a fast binary coding engine.
Finally, as the most important advantage, binarization enables
context modeling on a subsymbol level. For specific bins which,
in general, are represented by the most frequently observed bins,
conditional probabilities can be used, whereas other usually less
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frequently observed bins can be treated using a joint, typically
zero-order, probability model. Compared to the conventional
approach of using context models in the original domain of the
source with typically large alphabet size (like e.g., components
of motion vector differences or transform coefficient levels) this
additional freedom in the design offers a flexible instrument for
using higher order conditional probabilities without suffering
from context “dilution” effects. These effects are often observed
in cases, where a large number of conditional probabilities have
to be adaptively estimated on a relatively small (coding) time
interval, such that there are not enough samples to reach a reliable estimate for each model.2
For instance, when operating in the original alphabet domain,
a quite moderately chosen second-order model for a given syntax
will result in the intractably
element alphabet of size
symbol probabilities to
large number of
be estimated for that particular syntax element only. Even for a
zero-order model, the task of tracking 255 individual probability
estimates according to the previous example is quite demanding.
However, typically measured probability density functions (pdf)
of prediction residuals or transformed prediction errors can be
modeled by highly peaked Laplacian, generalized Gaussian or
geometric distributions [28], where it is reasonable to restrict the
estimation of individual symbol statistics to the area of the largest
statistical variations at the peak of the pdf. Thus, if, for instance,
a binary tree resulting from a Huffman code design would be
chosen as a binarization for such a source and its related pdf,
only the nodes located in the vicinity of the root node would
be natural candidates for being modeled individually, whereas a
joint model would be assigned to all nodes on deeper tree levels
corresponding to the “tail” of the pdf. Note that this design is
different from the example given in Fig. 2, where each (internal)
node has its own model.
In the CABAC framework, typically only the root node would
be modeled using higher order conditional probabilities. In the
above example of a second-order model, this would result in
difonly four different binary probability models instead of
.
ferent -ary probability models with
2) Design of CABAC Binarization Schemes: As already
indicated above, a binary representation for a given nonbinary
valued syntax element provided by the binarization process
should be close to a minimum-redundancy code. On the one
hand, this allows easy access to the most probable symbols by
means of the binary decisions located at or close to the root
node for the subsequent modeling stage. On the other hand,
such a code tree minimizes the number of binary symbols to
encode on the average, hence minimizing the computational
workload induced by the binary arithmetic coding stage.
However, instead of choosing a Huffman tree for a given
training sequence, the design of binarization schemes in
CABAC (mostly) relies on a few basic code trees, whose structure enables a simple on-line computation of all code words
without the need for storing any tables. There are four such
basic types: the unary code, the truncated unary code, the th
order Exp-Golomb code, and the fixed-length code. In addition,
there are binarization schemes based on a concatenation of
2A

more rigorous treatment of that problem can be found in [23] and [24]
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Fig. 3. Construction of k th order EGk code for a given unsigned integer
symbol x.

these elementary types. As an exception of these structured
types, there are five specific, mostly unstructured binary trees
that have been manually chosen for the coding of macroblock
types and submacroblock types. Two examples of such trees
are shown in Fig. 2.
In the remaining part of this section, we explain in more detail
the construction of the four basic types of binarization and its
derivatives.
Unary and Truncated Unary Binarization Scheme: For each
, the unary code word
unsigned integer valued symbol
in CABAC consists of “1” bits plus a terminating “0” bit. The
,
truncated unary (TU) code is only defined for with
the code is given by the unary code, whereas
where for
the terminating “0” bit is neglected such that the TU
for
is given by a codeword consisting of “1” bits
code of
only.
th order Exp-Golomb Binarization Scheme: Exponential
Golomb codes were first proposed by Teuhola [29] in the
context of run-length coding schemes. This parameterized
family of codes is a derivative of Golomb codes, which have
been proven to be optimal prefix-free codes for geometrically
distributed sources [30]. Exp-Golomb codes are constructed by
a concatenation of a prefix and a suffix code word. Fig. 3 shows
the construction of the th order Exp-Golomb (EGk) code
word for a given unsigned integer symbol . The prefix part of
the EGk code word consists of a unary code corresponding to
.
the value of
The EGk suffix part is computed as the binary representation
using
significant bits, as can be
of
seen from the pseudo-C code in Fig. 3.
Consequently, for the EGk binarization, the number of symis gebols having the same code length of
ometrically growing. By inverting Shannon’s relationship between ideal code length and symbol probability, we can, e.g.,
easily deduce that EG0 is the optimal code for a pdf
with
. This implies that for an appropriately chosen parameter , the EGk code represents a fairly good
first-order approximation of the ideal prefix-free code for tails
of typically observed pdf’s, at least for syntax elements that are
representing prediction residuals.
Fixed-Length (FL) Binarization Scheme: For the application
of FL binarization, a finite alphabet of values of the corredenote a given
sponding syntax element is assumed. Let
. Then, the
value of such a syntax element, where
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FL code word of is simply given by the binary representation
of bits.
of with a fixed (minimum) number
Typically, FL binarization is applied to syntax elements with a
nearly uniform distribution or to syntax elements, where each
bit in the FL binary representation represents a specific coding
decision as e.g., in the part of the coded block pattern symbol
related to the luminance residual data.
Concatenation of Basic Binarization Schemes: From the
basic binarization schemes as described above, three more binarization schemes are derived. The first one is a concatenation
of a 4-bit FL prefix as a representation of the luminance related
reppart of the coded block pattern and a TU suffix with
resenting the chrominance related part of coded_block_pattern.
Both the second and third concatenated scheme are derived
from the TU and the EGk binarization. These schemes, which
are referred to as Unary/ th order Exp-Golomb (UEGk) binarizations, are applied to motion vector differences and absolute
values of transform coefficient levels. The design of these concatenated binarization schemes is motivated by the following
observations. First, the unary code is the simplest prefix-free
code in terms of implementation cost. Secondly, it permits a
fast adaptation of the individual symbol probabilities in the subsequent context modeling stage, since the arrangement of the
nodes in the corresponding tree is typically such that with increasing distance of the internal nodes from the root node the
corresponding binary probabilities are less skewed.3 These observations are only accurate for small values of the absolute
motion vector differences and transform coefficient levels. For
larger values, there is not much use of an adaptive modeling
leading to the idea of concatenating an adapted truncated unary
tree as a prefix and a static Exp-Golomb code tree as a suffix.
Typically, for larger values, the EGk suffix part represents already a fairly good fit to the observed probability distribution,
as already mentioned above. Thus, it is reasonable to speedup
the encoding of the bins related to the EGk suffix part in CABAC
by using the fast bypass coding engine for uniformly distributed
bins, as further described in Section III-D.
For motion vector differences, UEGk binarization is conof a motion
structed as follows. Let us assume the value
vector component is given. For the prefix part of the UEGk
is
bin string, a TU binarization with a cutoff value of
. If
is equal to zero, the bin
invoked for
string consists only of the prefix code word “0”. If the condition
holds, the suffix is constructed as an EG3 codeword
, to which the sign of
is
for the value of
and the sign
appended using the sign bit “1” for a negative
values with
, the
bit “0” otherwise. For
suffix consists only of the sign bit. Noting that the component
of a motion vector difference represents the prediction error at
quarter-sample accuracy, the prefix part always corresponds to
samples. With the choice
a maximum error component of
, the suffix code words are
of the Exp-Golomb parameter
given such that a geometrical increase of the prediction error
in units of two samples is captured by a linear increase in the
corresponding suffix code word length.
3The aspect of a suitable ordering of nodes in binary trees for optimal modeling and fast adaptation has been addressed in [31], although in a slightly different context.

TABLE I
UEG0 BINARIZATION FOR ENCODING OF ABSOLUTE VALUES
TRANSFORM COEFFICIENT LEVELS

OF

UEGk binarization of absolute values of transform coefficient
for
levels (abs_level) is specified by the cutoff value
for the EGk suffix
the TU prefix part and the order
part. Note that the binarization and subsequent coding process
is applied to the syntax element
, since zero valued transform coefficient levels are
encoded using a significance map, as described in more detail
in Section III-B. The construction of a bin string for a given
value of coeff_abs_value_minus1 is similar to the construction
of UEGk bin strings for the motion vector difference components except that no sign bit is appended to the suffix. Table I
shows the corresponding bin strings for values of abs_level from
1 to 20, where the prefix parts are highlighted in gray shaded
columns.
B. Context Modeling
One of the most important properties of arithmetic coding is
the possibility to utilize a clean interface between modeling and
coding such that in the modeling stage, a model probability distribution is assigned to the given symbols, which then, in the
subsequent coding stage, drives the actual coding engine to generate a sequence of bits as a coded representation of the symbols according to the model distribution. Since it is the model
that determines the code and its efficiency in the first place, it is
of paramount importance to design an adequate model that explores the statistical dependencies to a large degree and that this
model is kept “up to date” during encoding. However, there are
significant model costs involved by adaptively estimating higher
order conditional probabilities.
Suppose a pre-defined set of past symbols, a so-called conof contexts
text template, and a related set
is given, where the contexts are specified by a modeling funcoperating on the template . For each symbol
tion
to be coded, a conditional probability
is estimated
by switching between different probability models according to
. After encoding
the already coded neighboring symbols
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TABLE II
SYNTAX ELEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED RANGE OF CONTEXT INDICES

Fig. 4. Illustration of a context template consisting of two neighboring syntax
elements A and B to the left and on top of the current syntax element C .

using the estimated conditional probability
, the probability model is updated with the value of the encoded symbol
. Thus,
is estimated on the fly by tracking the actual source statistics. Since the number of different conditional
probabilities to be estimated for an alphabet size of is equal to
, it is intuitively clear that the model cost, which
represents the cost of “learning” the model distribution, is proportional to .4 This implies that by increasing the number of
different context models, there is a point where overfitting of the
model may occur such that inaccurate estimates of
will be the result.
In CABAC, this problem is solved by imposing two severe restrictions on the choice of the context models. First, very limited
context templates consisting of a few neighbors of the current
symbol to encode are employed such that only a small number
is effectively used. Second, as
of different context models
already motivated in the last section, context modeling is restricted to selected bins of the binarized symbols. As a result,
the model cost is drastically reduced, even though the ad-hoc
design of context models under these restrictions may not result in the optimal choice with respect to coding efficiency. In
fact, in a recently conducted research, it has been shown that
additional gains can be obtained by applying the novel GRASP
algorithm for an optimized selection of context models using
larger context templates within the CABAC framework [31].
However, the improvements are quite moderate compared to
the drastic increase in complexity required for performing the
two-pass GRASP algorithm.
Four basic design types of context models can be distinguished in CABAC. The first type involves a context template
with up to two neighboring syntax elements in the past of the
current syntax element to encode, where the specific definition
of the kind of neighborhood depends on the syntax element.
Usually, the specification of this kind of context model for a
specific bin is based on a modeling function of the related bin
values for the neighboring element to the left and on top of the
current syntax element, as shown in Fig. 4.
The second type of context models is only defined for
the syntax elements of mb_type and sub_mb_type. For
this kind of context models, the values of prior coded bins
are used for the choice of a model for
a given bin with index . Note that in CABAC these context
models are only used to select different models for different
internal nodes of the corresponding binary trees, as already
discussed in Section II-A.
4Rissanen derived a refinement of that model cost measure by also taking
into account that the precision of estimating the probabilities increases with the
number of observations [24]

Both the third and fourth type of context models is applied
to residual data only. In contrast to all other types of context
models, both types depend on the context categories of different
block types, as specified below. Moreover, the third type does
not rely on past coded data, but on the position in the scanning
path. For the fourth type, modeling functions are specified that
involve the evaluation of the accumulated number of encoded
(decoded) levels with a specific value prior to the current level
bin to encode (decode).
Besides these context models based on conditional probabilities, there are fixed assignments of probability models to bin indices for all those bins that have to be encoded in regular mode
and to which no context model of the previous specified categories is applied.
The entity of probability models used in CABAC can be arranged in a linear fashion such that each model can be identified by a unique so-called context index . Table II contains
an overview of the syntax elements in H.264/AVC and its related context indices. The numbering of indices was arranged in
such a way that the models related to mb_type, sub_mb_type,
and mb_skip_flag for different slice types are distinguished by
their corresponding indices. Although the ordering of models in
Table II is clearly not the most economical way of housekeeping
the models in CABAC, it serves the purpose of demonstrating
the conceptual idea.
Each probability model related to a given context index
is determined by a pair of two values, a 6-bit probability state
of the most probable symbol
index and the (binary) value
(MPS), as will be further described in Section III-C. Thus, the
) for
and hence the models thempairs ( ,
selves can be efficiently represented by 7-bit unsigned integer
values.
The context indices in the range from 0 to 72 are related to
syntax elements of macroblock type, submacroblock type, and
prediction modes of spatial and of temporal type as well as
slice-based and macroblock-based control information. For this
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TABLE III
VALUES OF CONTEXT INDEX OFFSET DEPENDING ON CONTEXT CATEGORY
(AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE IV) AND SYNTAX ELEMENT

1

TABLE IV
BASIC BLOCK TYPES WITH NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS AND ASSOCIATED
CONTEXT CATEGORIES

type of syntax elements, a corresponding context index can be
calculated as
(1)
denotes the so-called context index offset, which is
where
defined as the lower value of the range given in Table II, and
denotes the context index increment of a given syntax element
. Note that the variable
may depend only on the bin index,
in which case a fixed assignment of probability model is given,
or alternatively, it may specify one of the first or second type of
context models, as given above. The notation introduced in (1)
will be used in Section III-A for a more detailed description of
the context models for syntax elements of the above given type.
Context indices in the range from 73 to 398 are related to the
coding of residual data.5 Two sets of context models are specified for the syntax elements significant_coeff_flag and last_significant_coeff_flag, where the coding of both syntax elements
is conditioned on the scanning position as further described in
Section III-B. Since in macroblock adaptive frame/field coded
frames, the scanning pattern depends on the mode decision of
a frame/field coded macroblock, separate sets of models have
been defined for both modes. The range values in the lower row
of the corresponding syntax elements in Table II specify the context indices for field-based coding mode. Note that in pure frame
or field coded pictures only 277 out of the total number of 399
probability models are actually used.
The context index for coded_block_pattern is specified by the
relation of (1), whereas for all other syntax elements of residual
data, a context index is given by
(2)
the context catwhere in addition to the context index offset
is employed. The specifiegory (ctx_cat) dependent offset
are
cation of the context categories and the related values of
given in Tables III and IV. By using the notation of (2), a more
detailed description of the context models for syntax elements
of residual data will be given in Section III-B.
Note that for the context-modeling process only past coded
values of syntax elements are evaluated that belong to the same
slice, where the current coding process takes place. It is also
worth noting that regardless of the type of context model, conditioning is always confined to syntax element values such that
the entropy encoding/decoding process can be completely decoupled from the rest of the encoding/decoding operations in a
H.264/AVC encoder/decoder.
5As

an exception, context index

= 276 is related to the end of slice flag.

C. Binary Arithmetic Coding
Binary arithmetic coding is based on the principle of recursive
interval subdivision that involves the following elementary multiplication operation. Suppose that an estimate of the probability
of the least probable symbol (LPS) is given and
that the given interval is represented by its lower bound and
its width (range) . Based on that settings, the given interval is
subdivided into two subintervals: one interval of width
(3)
which is associated with the LPS, and the dual interval of width
, which is assigned to the most probable
. Desymbol (MPS) having a probability estimate of
pending on the observed binary decision, either identified as the
LPS or the MPS, the corresponding subinterval is then chosen
as the new current interval. A binary value pointing into that interval represents the sequence of binary decisions processed so
far, whereas the range of that interval corresponds to the product
of the probabilities of those binary symbols. Thus, to unambiguously identify that interval and hence the coded sequence of binary decisions, the Shannon lower bound on the entropy of the
sequence is asymptotically approximated by using the minimum
precision of bits specifying the lower bound of the final interval.
In a practical implementation of binary arithmetic coding,
the main bottleneck in terms of throughput is the multiplication
operation in (3) required to perform the interval subdivision.
A significant amount of work has been published in literature
aimed at speeding up the required calculation in (3) by introor of the
ducing some approximations of either the range
such that the multiplication can be avoided
probability
[32]–[34]. Among these low-complexity binary arithmetic
coding methods, the Q coder [32] and its derivatives QM and
MQ coder [35] have attracted great attention, especially in the
context of the still image coding standardization groups JPEG
and JBIG.
Although the MQ coder represents the state-of-the-art in
fast binary arithmetic coding, we found that it considerably
degrades coding efficiency, at least in the application scenario
of H.264/AVC video coding [36]. Motivated by this observation, we have designed an alternative multiplication-free
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binary arithmetic coding scheme, the so-called modulo coder
(M coder), which can be shown to have negligible performance
degradation in comparison to a conventional binary arithmetic
coder as, e.g., proposed in [37]. At the same time, our novel
design of the M coder has been shown to provide a higher
throughput rate than the MQ coder when compared in a
software-based implementation [36].
The basic idea of our multiplication-free approach to
binary arithmetic coding is to project both the legal range
of interval width
and the probability range
associated with the LPS onto a small set of representative
and
,
values
respectively. By doing so, the multiplication on the right-hand
side of (3) can be approximated by using a table of
pre-computed product values
for
and
. For the regular arithmetic core engine
in H.264/AVC, a good tradeoff between a reasonable size of
the corresponding table and a sufficiently good approximation
of the “exact” interval subdivision of (3) was found by using a
quantized range values together with a set of
set of
LPS related probability values, as described in more
details in Sections III-C and III-D.
Another distinct feature of the binary arithmetic coding engine in H.264/AVC, as already mentioned above, is its simplified bypass coding mode. This mode is established for specific
syntax elements or parts thereof, which are assumed to be nearly
uniformly distributed. For coding this kind of symbol in bypass mode, the computationally expensive probability estimation will be completely omitted.
III. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CABAC
This section provides detailed information for each syntax element regarding the specific choice of a binarization scheme
and the associated context models for each bin of the corresponding bin string. For that purpose, the syntax elements are
divided into two categories. The first category, which is described in Section III-A, contains the elements related to macroblock type, submacroblock type, and information of prediction modes both of spatial and of temporal type as well as sliceand macroblock-based control information. In the second category, which is described in Section III-B, all residual data elements, i.e., all syntax elements related to the coding of transform
coefficients are combined.
In addition, a more detailed explanation of the probability estimation process and the table-based binary arithmetic coding
engine of CABAC is given in Sections III-C and III-D, respectively.
A. Coding of Macroblock Type, Prediction Mode, and Control
Information
1) Coding of Macroblock and Submacroblock Type: At
the top level of the macroblock layer syntax the signaling of
mb_skip_flag and mb_type is performed. The binary-valued
mb_skip_flag indicates whether the current macroblock in a
P/SP or B slice is skipped, and if it is not (i.e., mb_skip_flag
) further signaling of mb_type specifies the chosen macroblock type. For each 8 8 submacroblock of a macroblock
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coded in “P_8 8” or “B_8 8” mode, an additional syntax
element (sub_mb_type) is present that specifies the type of the
corresponding submacroblock. In this section, we will restrict
our presentation to the coding of mb_type, mb_skip_flag, and
sub_mb_type in P/SP slices only; for more information, the
reader is referred to [1].
Macroblock Skip Flag: For coding of the mb_skip_flag, statistical dependencies between neighboring values of the syntax
element mb_skip_flag are exploited by means of a simple but
effective context design. For a given macroblock , the related
context models involve the mb_skip_flag values of the neighboring macroblocks to the left (denoted by ) and on top of
(denoted by ). More specifically, the corresponding context
is defined by
index increment

(4)
( or )
If one or both of the neighboring macroblocks
are not available (e.g., because they are outside of the current
value in (4) is set
slice), the corresponding mb_skip_flag
to 0.6
Macroblock Type: As already stated above, for the binarization of mb_type and sub_mb_type specifically designed
binarization schemes are used. Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively,
shows the corresponding binarization trees for mb_type and
sub_mb_type that are used in P or SP slices, where the terminal
nodes of the trees correspond to the symbol values of the syntax
element and the concatenation of the binary decisions on the
way from the root node to the corresponding terminal node
represents the bin string of the corresponding symbol value.
Note that the mb_type value of “4” for P slices is not used
in CABAC entropy coding mode. For the values “5”–“30” of
mb_type, which represent the intra macroblock types in a P
slice, the corresponding bin strings consist of a concatenation
of the prefix bin string “1”, as shown in Fig. 2, and a suffix bin
string, which is further specified in [1].
For coding a bin value corresponding to the binary decision
at an internal node as shown in Fig. 2, separate context models
for mb_type and
,
,
for
denoted by
sub_mb_type are employed.
2) Coding of Prediction Modes: Since all samples of a macroblock are predicted, the corresponding prediction modes have
to be transmitted. For a macroblock coded in intra mode, these
syntax elements are given by the intra prediction modes for both
luminance and chrominance, whereas for an inter coded macroblock the reference picture index/indices together with their
related motion vector component differences have to be signaled.
Intra Prediction Modes for Luma 4 4: The luminance
intra prediction modes for 4 4 blocks are itself predicted
resulting in the syntax elements of the binary-valued
prev_intra4 4_pred_mode_flag and the mode indicator
rem_intra4 4_pred_mode, where the latter is only present if
the former takes a value of 0. For coding these syntax elements,
6In the following, the information about the “exception handling” in the definition of the context index increments will be (mostly) neglected. For filling
that information gap, the interested reader is referred to [1].
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two separate probability models are utilized: one for coding of
the flag and another for coding each bin value of the 3-bit FL
binarized value of rem_intra4 4_pred_mode.
Intra Prediction Modes for Chroma: Spatially neighboring
intra prediction modes for the chrominance typically exhibits
some correlation, which are exploited by a simple context design that relies on the related modes of the neighboring macroblocks to the left and on top of the current macroblock.
However, not the modes of the neighbors itself are utilized for
specifying the context model, but rather the binary-valued information ChPredInDcMode, which signals whether the corresponding mode takes the typically observed most probable
mode given by the value “0” (DC prediction). Thus, the correfor a given MB
sponding context index increment
is defined by

(5)
This context design results in three models, which are only
applied to the coding of the value representing the first bin of
the TU binarization of the current value of the syntax element
intra_chroma_pred_mode to encode. Since the value of the first
information of the curbin carries the ChPredInDcMode
rent macroblock , it is reasonable to restrict the application of
the three models defined by (5) to this bin only. For the two remaining bins, an additional (fixed) probability model is applied.
Reference Picture Index: The same design principle as before
was applied to the construction of the context models for the
reference picture index ref_idx.7 First, the relevant information
for conditioning the first bin value of ref_idx is extracted from
the reference picture indices of the neighboring macroblock or
submacroblock partitions to the left and on top of the current partition . This information is appropriately condensed in
the binary flag RefIdxZeroFlag, which indicates whether ref_idx
with value 0 is chosen for the corresponding partition. As a
slight variation, the related context index increment was chosen
to represent four instead of three models as in the previously
discussed context designs

Application of these context models to the first bin of the
unary binarized reference picture index is complemented by the
usage of two additional probability models for encoding of the
values related to the second and all remaining bins.
Components of Motion Vector Differences: Motion vector differences are prediction residuals, for which a context model is
established in CABAC that is based on the local prediction error.
denote the value of a motion vector differLet
reence component of direction
lated to a macroblock or submacroblock partition . Then, the
for a given macrelated context index increment
7For clarity of presentation, the reference picture list suffices l0 and l1 are
suppressed in the following exposition, both for the reference picture index and
the motion vector difference.

roblock or submacroblock partition
determined by

and component (

) is

if
if
if
(6)
and
represent the corresponding macroblock or
where
submacroblock partitions to the left and on the top of the
regarded macroblock or submacroblock partition , respecin (6) is only applied for the selection
tively.8
of the probability model that is used to code the value of the
. Binarization
first bin of the binarized value of
of motion vector differences is achieved by applying the UEG3
binarization scheme with a cutoff value of 9. That implies,
in particular, that only the unary prefix part is encoded in
regular coding mode, where four additional context models are
employed for coding the values related to the second, third,
fourth, and fifth to ninth bin of the prefix part. The values of
the bins related to the Exp-Golomb suffix part including the
sign bit are encoded using the bypass coding mode.
3) Coding of Control Information: Three additional syntax
elements are signaled at the macroblock or macroblock pair
level, which we refer to as control information. These elements
are given by mb_qp_delta, end_of_slice_flag, and mb_field_decoding_flag.
Macroblock-based Quantization Parameter Change: For
updating the quantization parameter on a macroblock level,
mb_qp_delta is present for each nonskipped macroblock with
a value of coded_block_pattern unequal to 0.9 For coding
of this syntax element for a given
the signed value
is first mapped onto a positive
macroblock in CABAC,
by using the relation
value

Then,
is binarized using the unary binarization
scheme. For encoding the value of the corresponding first
bin, a context model is selected based on the binary decision
for the preceding macroblock of in decoding
order. This results in two probability models for the first bin,
whereas for the second and all remaining bins, two additional
probability models are utilized.
End of Slice Flag: For signaling the last macroblock (or macroblock pair) in a slice, the end_of_slice_flag is present for each
macroblock (pair). It is encoded using a specifically designed
nonadaptive probability model such that the event of a nonterminating macroblock (pair) is related to the highest possible
MPS probability (see Section III-C for more details on the related probability model).
Macroblock Pair Field Flag: In macroblock adaptive
frame/field coded frames, the mb_field_decoding_flag signals
for each macroblock pair whether it is coded in frame or
8The precise definition of a neighboring partition used for context modeling
of both the reference picture index and the motion vector difference is given in
[1].
9For macroblocks coded in an “intra_16 16” prediction mode, the syntax
element mb_qp_delta is always present.
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field coding mode. For coding this flag in CABAC, spatial
correlations between the coding mode decisions of neighboring
macroblock pairs are exploited by choosing between three
probability models. For a given macroblock pair , the selection of the corresponding model is performed by means of the
, which is defined
related context index increment
as

Here, and represent the corresponding macroblock pairs to
the left and on the top of the current macroblock pair .
B. Coding of Residual Data
1) Characteristic Features: For the coding of residual data
within the H.264/AVC standard specifically designed syntax elements are used in CABAC entropy coding mode. These elements and their related coding scheme are characterized by the
following distinct features.
• A one-bit symbol coded_block_flag and a binary-valued
significance map are used to indicate the occurrence and
the location of nonzero transform coefficients in a given
block.
• Non-zero levels are encoded in reverse scanning order.
• Context models for coding of nonzero transform coefficients are chosen based on the number of previously transmitted nonzero levels within the reverse scanning path.
2) Encoding Process for Residual Data: Fig. 5 illustrates
the CABAC encoding scheme for a single block of transform
coefficients.
First, the coded block flag is transmitted for the given block of
transform coefficients unless the coded block pattern or the macroblock mode indicates that the regarded block has no nonzero
coefficients. If the coded block flag is zero, no further information is transmitted for the block; otherwise, a significance map
specifying the positions of significant coefficients is encoded.
Finally, the absolute value of the level as well as the sign is encoded for each significant transform coefficient. These values
are transmitted in reverse scanning order.
In the following, a more detailed description of each of
the major building blocks of Fig. 5 is given together with a
brief specification of the CABAC encoding procedure for the
coded_block_pattern symbol.
Coded Block Pattern: For each nonskipped macroblock
with prediction mode not equal to intra_16 16, the
coded_block_pattern symbol indicates which of the six 8 8
blocks—four for luminance and two for chrominance—contain
nonzero transform coefficients. A given value of the syntax element coded_block_pattern is binarized using the concatenation
, as
of a 4-bit FL and a TU binarization with cutoff value
already noted in Section II-A.
Coded Block Flag: coded_block_flag is a one-bit symbol,
which indicates if there are significant, i.e., nonzero coefficients inside a single block of transform coefficients, for
which the coded block pattern indicates nonzero entries. If
coded_block_flag is zero, no further information is transmitted
for the related block.

Fig. 5. Flow diagram of the CABAC encoding scheme for a block of transform
coefficients.

Scanning of Transform Coefficients: The 2-D arrays of
transform coefficient levels of those subblocks for which the
coded_block_flag indicates nonzero entries are first mapped
onto a one-dimensional list using a given scanning pattern.
Significance Map: If the coded_block_flag indicates that a
block has significant coefficients, a binary-valued significance
map is encoded. For each coefficient in scanning order, a
one-bit symbol significant_coeff_flag is transmitted. If the
significant_coeff_flag symbol is one, i.e., if a nonzero coefficient exists at this scanning position, a further one-bit symbol
last_significant_coeff_flag is sent. This symbol indicates if the
current significant coefficient is the last one inside the block
or if further significant coefficients follow. Table V shows an
example for the significance map encoding procedure.
Note that the flags (significant_coeff_flag, last_significant_coeff_flag) for the last scanning position of a block are
never transmitted. If the last scanning position is reached and
the significance map encoding was not already terminated by
a last_significant_coeff_flag with value one, it is obvious that
the last coefficient has to be significant.
Level Information: The encoded significance map determines
the locations of all significant coefficients inside a block of
quantized transform coefficients. The values of the significant
coefficients (levels) are encoded by using two coding symbols:
coeff_abs_level_minus1 (representing the absolute value of
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TABLE V
EXAMPLE FOR ENCODING THE SIGNIFICANCE MAP

the level minus 1), and coeff_sign_flag (representing the sign
of levels). While coeff_sign_flag is a one-bit symbol (with
values of 1 for negative coefficients), the UEG0 binarization
scheme, as depicted in Table I is used for encoding the values of
coeff_abs_level_minus1. The levels are transmitted in reverse
scanning order (beginning with the last significant coefficient
of the block) allowing the usage of reasonably adjusted context
models, as described in the next paragraph.
3) Context Models for Residual Data: In H.264/AVC
residual data coding, there are 12 different types of transform
coefficient blocks (denoted by BlockType in left column of
Table IV), which typically have different kinds of statistics.
However, for most sequences and coding conditions some of
the statistics are very similar. To keep the number of different
context models used for coefficient coding reasonably small, the
block types are classified into five categories as specified in the
right column of Table IV. For each of these categories, a special
set of context models is used for all syntax elements related
to residual data with the exception of coded_block_pattern, as
further described in the next paragraph.
Coded Block Pattern: Since each of the bits in the bin string
of coded_block_pattern represents a coding decision of a corresponding block of transform coefficients, the chosen probability models for that syntax element depend on the bin index.
For bin indices from 0 to 3 corresponding to the four 8 8 lufor a given
minance blocks, the context index increment
8 8 block related to bin index bin_idx is given by

where
and
represent the bit of the
coded block pattern corresponding to the 8 8 blocks to the
left and on the top of the regarded block , respectively.
For each of the bin indices 4 and 5, which are related
to the two “chrominance” bins in the binarized value of
coded_block_pattern, a similar context assignment rule as for
the luminance bins is defined such that for both bin indices
together eight additional probability models are specified [1].
Coded Block Flag: Coding of the coded_block_flag utilizes
four different probability models for each of the five categories as specified in Table IV. The context index increment
for a given block is determined by

(7)
and
represent the corresponding blocks of the
where
same type to the left and on the top of the regarded block
, respectively. Only blocks of the same type are used for

context determination. The following block types are differentiated: Luma-DC, Luma-AC, Chroma-U-DC, Chroma-U-AC,
Chroma-V-DC, and Chroma-V-AC. If no neighboring block
( or ) of the same type exists (e.g., because the current
is
block is intra_16 16 coded and the neighboring block
value in
inter coded), the corresponding
(7) is set to 0. If a neighboring block ( or ) is outside the
picture area or positioned in a different slice, the corresponding
value is replaced by a default value. If
is coded using an intra prediction mode,
the current block
a default value of one is used; otherwise, a default value of
zero is used. Thus, while six block types are distinguished
for determining the context increment, five different sets of
models (each for one category specified in the right column
of Table IV) are used for encoding the coded block flag. This
results in a total number of 20 different probability models for
the coded_block_flag bit.
Significance Map: For encoding the significance map, up to
15 different probability models are used for both the significant_coeff_flag and the last_significant_coeff_flag. The choice
of the models and thus the corresponding context index increand
depend on the scanning position, i.e.,
ments
, which is scanned at the th position,
for a coefficient
the context index increments are determined as follows:

Depending on the maximum number of coefficients
(MaxNumCoeff) for each context category as given in Table IV,
this results in MaxNumCoeff-1 different contexts. Thus, a
total number of 61 different models for both the significant_coeff_flag and the last_significant_coeff_flag is reserved.
Level Information: Reverse scanning of the level information
allows a more reliable estimation of the statistics, because at the
end of the scanning path it is very likely to observe the occurrence of successive so-called trailing 1’s, i.e., transform coefficient levels with absolute value equal to 1. Consequently, for encoding coeff_abs_level_minus1, two adequately designed sets
of context models are used: one for the first bin (with bin index
0) and another one for the remaining bins of the UEG0 prefix
bin string with indices 1 to 13.
denote the accumulated number of already
Let
denote the
encoded/decoded trailing 1’s, and let
accumulated number of encoded/decoded levels with absolute
value greater than 1, where both counters are related to the current scanning position within the processed transform coefficient block. Note that both counters are initialized with the value
of 0 at the beginning of the reverse scanning of levels and that
the numbers of both counters are monotonically increasing with
decreasing scanning index along the backward scanning path.
Then, the context for the first bin of coeff_abs_level_minus1 is
determined by the current value NumT1, where the following
additional rules apply. If more than three past coded coefficients have an absolute value of 1, the context index increment
of three is always chosen. When a level with an absolute value
greater than 1 has been encoded, i.e., when NumLgt1 is greater
than 0, a context index increment of 4 is used for all remaining
levels of the regarded block. Thus, for encoding the first bin
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TABLE VI
EXAMPLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CONTEXT INDEX INCREMENTS FOR
ENCODING THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF TRANSFORM COEFFICIENT LEVELS

with bin_index
, as shown in the second (light gray-shaded)
column of Table I, the corresponding context index increment
bin index
at the scanning position is given
as
Fig. 6. LPS probability values and transition rules for updating the probability
estimation of each state after observing a LPS (dashed lines in left direction) and
a MPS (solid lines in right direction).

bin index
if
otherwise.
bin index
(as shown
For encoding the bins with
in the dark gray-shaded columns in Table I), the context index
bin index is determined by NumLgt1
increment
with a maximum context index increment of 4, i.e.,
bin index
bin index
For all bins of the UEG0 suffix part of
coeff_abs_level_minus1 (with bin index greater than 13) as
well as for the sign information coeff_sign_flag, the bypass
coding mode is used for all block types. Thus, the total
number of different probability models for encoding the level
information is 49.10
Table VI shows an example of the determination of the conbin index) used for encoding
text index increment
the absolute value of levels of significant transform coefficients.
Note that the transform coefficient levels are processed in reverse scanning order, i.e., from the ninth position to the first
position in scanning order.
C. Probability Estimation
As outlined in Section II-C, the basic idea of the new multiplication-free binary arithmetic coding scheme for H.264/AVC
relies on the assumption that the estimated probabilities of each
context model can be represented by a sufficiently limited set
of representative values. For CABAC, 64 representative probawere derived for the LPS by
bility values
the following recursive equation:

(8)
and the cardiHere, both the chosen scaling factor
of the set of probabilities represent a good comnality
; small
promise between the desire for fast adaptation (
10Note that for the chrominance DC blocks, there are only four different
models for the bins of coeff_abs_level_minus1 with indices 1 to 13, since at
maximum four nonzero levels are transmitted.

), on one hand, and the need for a sufficiently stable and ac; larger ), on the other hand. Note that
curate estimate (
unlike, e.g., in the MQ coder, there is no need to tabulate the
in
representative LPS probability values
the CABAC approach. As further described below, each probis only implicitly addressed in the arithmetic
ability value
coding engine by its corresponding index .
As a result of this design, each context model in CABAC can
be completely determined by two parameters: its current estimate of the LPS probability, which in turn is characterized by
being eian index between 0 and 63, and its value of
ther 0 or 1. Thus, probability estimation in CABAC is performed
by using a total number of 128 different probability states, each
of them efficiently represented by a 7-bit integer value. In fact,
is related to an autonomous,
one of the state indices
nonadaptive state with a fixed value of MPS, which is only used
for encoding of binary decisions before termination of the arithmetic codeword, as further explained below. Therefore, only
126 probability states are effectively used for the representation
and adaptation of all (adaptive) context models.
1) Update of Probability States: As already stated above, all
probability models in CABAC with one exception are (backward) adaptive models, where an update of the probability estimation is performed after each symbol has been encoded. Actually, for a given probability state, the update depends on the
state index and the value of the encoded symbol identified either as a LPS or a MPS. As a result of the updating process, a
new probability state is derived, which consists of a potentially
modified LPS probability estimate and, if necessary, a modified
MPS value.
Fig. 6 illustrates the probability values
for the LPS estimates together with their corresponding transition rules for updating the state indices. In the event of a MPS,
a given state index is simply incremented by 1, unless a MPS
occurs at state index 62, where the LPS probability is already at
its minimum, or equivalently, the maximum MPS probability is
reached. In the latter case, the state index 62 remains fixed until
a LPS is seen, in which case the state index is changed by decrementing the state index by an amount illustrated by the dashed
line in Fig. 6. This rule applies in general to each occurrence of
a LPS with the following exception. Assuming a LPS has been
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encoded at the state with index
, which corresponds to the
equi-probable case, the state index remains fixed, but the MPS
value will be toggled such that the value of the LPS and MPS
will be interchanged. In all other cases, no matter which symbol
has been encoded, the MPS value will not be altered. The derivation of the transition rules for the LPS probability is based on
and
the following relation between a given LPS probability
:
its updated counterpart
if a MPS occurs
if a LPS occurs
where the value of is given as in (8).
With regard to a practical implementation of the probability
estimation process in CABAC, it is important to note that all
transition rules can be realized by at most two tables each
having 63 entries of 6-bit unsigned integer values. Actually,
it is sufficient to provide a single table TransIdxLPS, which
determines for a given state index the new updated state index
in case an LPS has been observed.11 The
MPS-driven transitions can be obtained by a simple (saturated)
increment of the state index by the fixed value of 1 resulting
.
in an updated state index
2) Initialization and Reset of Probability States: The basic
self-contained unit in H.264/AVC video coding is a slice. This
fact implies in particular certain restrictions on the backward
adaptation process of probability models as described in the
previous paragraph. Since the lifetime of the backward adaptation cannot exceed the duration of the whole slice encoding
process, which in turn may represent a substantial amount of
the whole adaptation process, all models have to be re-initialized at the slice boundaries using some pre-defined probability
states. In the absence of any prior knowledge about the source,
one possible choice would be to initialize each model with
the equi-probable state. However, CABAC provides a built-in
mechanism for incorporating some a priori knowledge about
the source statistics in the form of appropriate initialization
values for each of the probability models. This so-called
initialization process for context models allows an adjustment
of the initial probability states in CABAC on two levels.
Quantization Parameter Dependent Initialization: On the
lower level of adjustment, there is a default set of initialization values, which are derived from the initially given slice
quantization parameter SliceQP, thus providing some kind of
pre-adaptation of the initial probability states to the different
coding conditions represented by the current value of the
SliceQP parameter.
Training sequences have been used to fit the initial probability
state of each model to the quantization parameter. By using a
linear regression, a pair of parameters ( , ) was obtained for
,
each probability model with context index
), from which the corresponding SliceQP dependent initial
probability state is derived during the initialization process by
applying the procedure shown in Fig. 7.

11The

specific values of this state transition table can be found in [1].

Fig. 7. SliceQP dependent initialization procedure. First, one of the admissible
probability states  (numbered between 1 and 126) is derived from the given
parameters ( ,  ) and SliceQP. Then, in a second step 
is translated into
the probability state index  and the value of the MPS ($ ).

Slice-Dependent Initialization: The concept of a low-level
pre-adaptation of the probability models was generalized by
defining two additional sets of context initialization parameters for those probability models specifically used in P and B
slices. In this way, the encoder is enabled to choose for these
slice types between three initialization tables such that a better
fit to different coding scenarios and/or different types of video
content can be achieved.12 This forward-adaptation process requires the signaling of the chosen initialization table, which is
done by specifying the corresponding table index (0–2) in the
slice header. In addition, an increased amount of memory for
the storage of the initialization tables is required. However, access to this memory of approximately 3 kB is needed only once
per slice. Note that a chosen initialization table triggers for each
probability model the same low-level SliceQP dependent initialization procedure as described in the previous paragraph. Depending on the slice size and the bit rate which, in turn, depend
on the amount of data that can be used for the backward adaptation process of the symbol statistics, bit-rate savings of up to 3%
have been obtained by using the instrument of slice-dependent
context initialization [13].
D. Table-Based Binary Arithmetic Coding
In this section, we present some more detailed information
about the binary arithmetic coding engine of H.264/AVC. Actually, the CABAC coding engine consists of two subengines,
one for the regular coding mode, which includes the utilization
of adaptive probability models, and another so-called “bypass”
coding engine for a fast encoding of symbols, for which an
approximately uniform probability is assumed to be given. The
following presentation of the basic features of the CABAC
coding engine also involves aspects of renormalization,
carry-over control, and termination.
1) Interval Subdivision in Regular Coding Mode: Fig. 8 illustrates the binary arithmetic encoding process for a given bin
value binVal using the regular coding mode. The internal state
of the arithmetic encoding engine is as usual characterized by
two quantities: the current interval range and the base (lower
endpoint) of the current code interval. Note, however, that the
precision needed to store these registers in the CABAC engine
(both in regular and bypass mode) can be reduced up to 9 and
10 bits, respectively. Encoding of the given binary value binVal
observed in a context with probability state index and value
12For a description of an example of the nonnormative table selection process,
please refer to [13].
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Fig. 9. Flow diagram of the binary arithmetic encoding process for a single
bin value (binVal) using the bypass coding mode.

Fig. 8. Flow diagram of the binary arithmetic encoding process including the
updating process of probability estimation (in gray shaded boxes) for a single
bin value (binVal) using the regular coding mode.

of
is performed in a sequence of four elementary steps
as follows.
In the first and major step, the current interval is subdivided
according to the given probability estimates. This interval subdivision process involves three elementary operations as shown in
the topmost box of the flow diagram in Fig. 8. First, the current
interval range is approximated by a quantized value
using an equi-partition of the whole range
into
four cells. But instead of using the corresponding representa,
,
, and
explicitly in
tive quantized range values
is only addressed by its quantizer
the CABAC engine,
index , which can be efficiently computed by a combination of
a shift and bit-masking operation, i.e.,

Then, this index and the probability state index are used
as entries in a 2-D table TabRangeLPS to determine the (approx, as shown in Fig. 8.
imate) LPS related subinterval range
Here, the table TabRangeLPS contains all 64 4 pre-computed
for
and
in 8-bit
product values
precision.13
Given the dual subinterval range
for the MPS,
the subinterval corresponding to the given bin value binVal is
chosen in the second step of the encoding process. If binVal is
equal to the MPS value , the lower subinterval is chosen so that
is unchanged (right path of the branch in Fig. 8); otherwise,
is selected (left
the upper subinterval with range equal to
branch in Fig. 8).
In the third step of the regular arithmetic encoding process
the update of the probability states is performed as described
in Section III-C (gray shaded boxes in Fig. 8), and finally, the
fourth step consists of the renormalization of the registers and
(“RenormE” box in Fig. 8) as further described below.
13For

the specific values of TabRangeLPS, the reader is referred to [1].

2) Bypass Coding Mode: To speed up the encoding (and decoding) of symbols, for which
is assumed to hold, the regular arithmetic encoding process as
described in the previous paragraph is simplified to a large extent. First, a “bypass” of the probability estimation and update
process is established, and second, the interval subdivision is
performed such that two equisized subintervals are provided in
the interval subdivision stage. But instead of explicitly halving
the current interval range , the variable is doubled before
choosing the lower or upper subinterval depending on the value
of the symbol to encode (0 or 1, respectively). In this way, doubling of and in the subsequent renormalization is no longer
required provided that the renormalization in the bypass is operated with doubled decision thresholds (see Fig. 9).
At this point, however, one might argue that ideally no
arithmetic operation would be required if the binary symbols
to encode would be directly written to the bitstream, i.e., if the
whole arithmetic coding engine would be bypassed. Since it is
by no means a trivial task to multiplex raw bits with an arithmetic codeword without performing some kind of termination
of the codeword, and since the bypass coding mode is intended
to be used for symbols which, in general, are not grouped
together, this kind of “lazy coding mode” as e.g., established in
JPEG2000 [35] is ruled out in the present context.
3) Renormalization and Carry-Over Control: A renormalization operation after interval subdivision is required whenever
the new interval range no longer stays within its legal range
. Each time renormalization must be carried out, one
of
or more bits can be output. However, in certain cases, the polarity of the output bits will be resolved in subsequent output
steps, i.e., carry propagation might occur in the arithmetic encoder. For the CABAC engine, the renormalization process and
carry-over control of [37] was adopted. This implies, in particular, that the encoder has to resolve any carry propagation by
monitoring the bits that are outstanding for being emitted. More
details can be found in [1].
4) Termination of Arithmetic Code Word: A special fixed, i.e., nonadapting probability state with index
was designed such that the associated table entries
, and hence
are determined by a
fixed value of 2 regardless of the given quantized range index
. This guarantees that for the terminating syntax element in
a slice which, in general, is given by the LPS value of the end
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TABLE VII
INTERLACED TEST SEQUENCES

of slice flag,14 7 bits of output are produced in the related
renormalization step. Two more disambiguating bits are needed
to terminate the arithmetic codeword for a given slice. By
preventing the decoder from performing a renormalization after
recovering the terminating syntax element, the decoder never
reads more bits than were actually produced by the encoder for
that given slice.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments for evaluating the coding efficiency of
CABAC, we addressed the coding of television sequences for
broadcast, a typical target application for the Main profile of
H.264/AVC. The set of interlaced standard definition sequences
used for testing CABAC is listed in Table VII.
All simulations were performed using the Main profile of
H.264/AVC. An IDR-picture was inserted every 500 ms and two
nonreference B frames were inserted between each pair of anchor frames. The motion search was conducted in a range of
samples for three reference frames.
All encoding mode decisions including the motion search, the
macroblock mode decision, and the macroblock and picturebased frame/field decision were performed using the simple and
effective Lagrangian coder control presented in [38]. Bit rates
were adjusted by using fixed values of the quantization parameter (QP) for an entire sequence. The value of QP for B pictures
, where
is the
was set to
quantization parameter for I and P pictures.
In our experiments, we compare the coding efficiency of
CABAC to the coding efficiency of the baseline entropy coding
method of H.264/AVC. The baseline entropy coding method
uses the zero-order Exp-Golomb code for all syntax elements
with the exception of the residual data, which are coded using
the coding method of CAVLC [1], [2].
In Fig. 10, the bit-rate savings of CABAC relative to the default entropy coding method of H.264/AVC are shown against
the average PSNR of the luminance component for the five interlaced sequences of the test set. It can be seen that CABAC
significantly outperforms the baseline entropy coding method
of H.264/AVC for the typical area of target applications. For the
range of acceptable video quality for broadcast application of
about 30–38 dB and averaged over all tested sequences, bit-rate
savings of 9% to 14% are achieved, where higher gains are obtained at lower rates.

14Another terminating symbol is given by the LPS value of the bin of the
macroblock type indicating the PCM mode as further specified in [1].

Fig. 10. Bit-rate savings provided by CABAC relative to the baseline entropy
coding method CAVLC of H.264/AVC.

V. CONCLUSION
The CABAC design is based on the key elements of binarization, context modeling, and binary arithmetic coding. Binarization enables efficient binary arithmetic coding via a unique
mapping of nonbinary syntax elements to a sequence of bits,
which are called bins. Each bin can either be processed in the
regular coding mode or the bypass mode. The latter is chosen for
selected bins in order to allow a speedup of the whole encoding
(and decoding) process by means of a simplified nonadaptive
coding engine without the usage of probability estimation. The
regular coding mode provides the actual coding benefit, where
a bin may be context modeled and subsequently arithmetic encoded. As a design decision, in general only the most probable bin of a syntax element is context modeled using previously coded/decoded bins. Moreover, all regular coded bins are
adapted by estimating their actual pdf.
The estimation of the pdf and the actual binary arithmetic
coding/decoding is conducted using an efficient table-based approach. This multiplication-free method enables efficient implementations in hardware and software.
The CABAC entropy coding method is part of the Main
profile of H.264/AVC [1] and may find its way into video
streaming, broadcast, or storage applications within this profile.
Experimental results have shown the superior performance of
CABAC in comparison to the baseline entropy coding method
of VLC/CAVLC. For typical test sequences in broadcast applications, averaged bit-rate savings of 9% to 14% corresponding
to a range of acceptable video quality of about 30–38 dB were
obtained.
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